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SUMMARY

This paper explains the objectives of the Health and Safety

at work etc Act 1^74 and refers in particular to its effects

on the control of hazards at nuclear installations said, raore

widely, on the control of radiological hazards generally. It

deals also with the changes resulting from the setting—tip of

the Health and Safety Commission and its Executive xmder the

new Act, and the effects of these changes on the work of the

Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (ÎTII).



The legislation which is considered in this paper is the

Health snd Sofety at Work etc Act 1974 which was introduced

in stages during 1974/75 and which came into force in its

entirety in April 1975. This legislation affects, araongst

many other safety activities, safety control at all kinds

of nuclear installation in the United Kingdom, including

nuclear power stations a.?, well as nuclear fuel fabrication,

enrichment and reprocessing plants. It also covers radio-

logical protection matters in connection with all relevant

work activities whether in the nuclear industry or else-

where. Thus the legislation concerned with nuclear safety

and with radiological protection throughout industry generally

is novi brought together within the scope of this one Act.

Both of these subjects will be covered in this joint paper

and nuclear safety will be considered first. The Huclear

Installations Act 1965, which is the main basis for the

safety control of nuclear installations in the United Kingdom,

will be referred to only in passing, and we understand

that the application of that Act to nuclear power stations

is to be dealt with by Mr Savinson of the Central Electricity

Generating Board in his paper "The United Kingdom Law on

the Authorisation of Nuclear Power Stations".

It will be appreciated from its title that the Health and

Safety at Work (HSW) Act is not concerned only with health and

safety at nuclear establishments but with health and safety at,

or connected with, work of all kinds. The situation in the

United Kingdom before this Act was introduced was tfet the

health and safety of people enplojred in the main occupational

areas was controlled by a number of different Acts of

Parliament and th-̂ t a number of different Government Departments

was concerned with the administration of this legislation.

For instance, the Factories Act 1961 was the concern of the

Department of Employment, the Alkali etc. Works Regulation

Act 1906 was adrainistsred by the Department of the Environment

and the Explosives Act 1875 by the Home Of Lice whilst the

Mines and Quarries Act 1954 and the Nuclear Installations

Act 1965 were the concern of the Department of Energy.



Enforcement of the provisions of these Acts was the

responsibility of the individual Inspectorates within

the corresponding Government Departments and answerable

to the appropriate Ministers. These inspectorates include

the Factory Inspectorate, the Alkali Inspectorate, the

Explosives Inspectorate, the Mines and Quarries Inspectorate

and the Iiuclear Installations Inspectorate (IÎII). More-

over this earlier legislation is not concerned only with

safety matters. For instance, the Nuclear Installations

Act deals with questions of insurance and liability, the

safety requirements being dealt with in only a few sections

of the Act.

It is important to emphasise, in considering this new

legislation, that it is designed to embrace all work

activities and therefore that many of its principles which

need to be introduced to cover industry generally have

already b e n applied for ra3.nj years in the nuclear industry.

In contrast to seme older industries where safety standards

have tended to develop only after daranije has been done, the

Government and those working in and with the nuclear industry

have be-jn aware of the potential hazards and have taken

action to guard against theia from the start. This policy

is reflected in the stringent safety standards to which all

nuclear installations have to conform. Legislation already

in force concerned with the safety control of development

and commercial application of nuclear energy includes the

Radioactive Substances Acts 1948 and I960 and the Atomic

Energy Act 1954 as well as the Nuclear Installations Acts

1959 and 1965. Strict controls have been imposed by means

of frequent and thorough inspection and a licensing system

which was first introduced under the 1959 Act. It will be

appreciated therefore that the effects of the new legislation

on the nuclear industry will not be as grent as on industry

in general, and in practice it can be expected that they

will be very much less. The principal effect of the new

legislation as far as safety control of nuclear installations

is concerned has been to transfer the statutory functions

in this field from the Secretary of State for Energy (or



Secretary of State for Scotland in cases concerning nuclear

installations in Scotland) to the new Health and Safety

Commission and its Executive. The Health and Safety

Commission is a body which was set up by the Secretary

of State for Employment under t he Health and Safety at

Work Act 1974. It represents both sides of industry,

management and the tr;de unions, as well as the local

authorities, and it has be^n given responsibi3.ity by the

Government for developing policies in the health and

safety field which previously rested with Government

Departments and Ministers. The Health and Safety Executive

(HSE) which is responsible under the Commission for enforcing

the statutory requirements on safety and health, came

into being in January 1975. The staffs of the main health

and safety inspectorates concerned with factories, mines

and quarries, explosives, alkali works and nuclear installations

together with certain other staff were transferred to the

new Executive at the same time. The Executive controls

the administration of existing legislation, including the

sections of the ITuclear Installations Act concerned with

safety, but, of course, excluding such matters as insurance

and liability, which remain the responsibility of the

Department of Energy. The Executive also makes use of the

further powers and procedures provided under the new Act,

which include the power for inspectors to issue enforcement

and prohibition notices. These notices are an innovation

under the new Act and, as their titles imply, they provide

the means whereby inspectors can require contraventions of

relevant statutory provisions to be remedied or for plant

to be shut down if in the inspector's opinion there is or

may be a risk of serious personal injury. Offences are

also dealt with as set out in the new Act, any penalties

imposed by the courts being those provided- for by the new

Act. In general terms the Health and "afety Commission

and its Executive, of which the Nuclear Installations

Inspectorate is now a:pârt, is concerned, in the nuclear

safety field, with determining nuclear safety standards;

with ensuring that they are complied with and with promoting

safety, in the sense of assessing the acceptability of



existing standards and the desirability of advancing and

improving them. The Health and Safety Commission and

Executive- are concerned, in addition to current problems,

with looking to the longer terra and considering the re-

quirements of nuclear health and safety in the future.

Thene two organisations, although constituted as quasi

independent bodies outside the Government machine, are

ultimately responsible in the performance of their functions

to the Secretary of State. In relation to nuclear health

and safety this responsibility is to the Secretary of State

for Energy or for Scotland os appropriate, who is answerable

for it to Parliament. Effectively, while the Secretary of

State has no direct responsibility for promoting and

developing nuclear safety be is ultimately responsible

for the way in which this function is carried out by the

Commission and Executive. For health and safety matters

in other industries the Commission are responsible to other

Secretaries of State.

As far as nuclear safety is concerned, nuclear site licences

under t he 1965 Act are now granted by the H3® on the detailed

evaluation and recommendations made by the ICE". Site licence

conditions imposed by the ÏÏSE in the interests of safety

are enforced by the Nil. Formerly site licences were granted

by the Secretary of State for Energy (or for Scotland) and

the Nil was part of the Department of Energy. The relevant

statutory provisions of the 1965 Act will in due time be

replaced by regulations under the 1974 Act and further

regulations can be made under the Act as may be appropriate.

Also codes of ractice can be introduced as considered

necessary. However, the existing system under the 1865 Act

whereby licence conditions can be attached, varied or revoked

at any time, or the licence itself revoked by the HS£ or

su.rrended by the licensee, already provides a very flexible

system of safety control at nuclear installations. The

provisions of the new Act are sufficiently wide to allow

the existing S3rstem to be retained, modified, extended or

replaced as mny be required. The close contact which has

been established between the inspectorate and the industry.



the application of the licensing system, its enforcement

by rigid control and, in the ultimate, the power to revoke

a site licence have, however, so far proved effective in

promoting and maintaining nuclear safety.

Kow that the work of the various inspectorates has been

brought together within the H3S, there is no longer any

need for duplication of inspection on licensed sites by

more than one inspectorate under different legislation.

Thus in the past inspection was carried out by the M I in

connection with nuclear hazards and by the Factory Inspectorate

for conventional hazards under the Factories Act. The

policy of the HSS is for the inspectorate responsible for

inspection at sites where radiological matters are of

primary importance to be responsible also for all other

industrial health and safety matters at that site. All

inspectors' appointments are now made under the authority

of the HSVi Act instead of under the Euclear Installations

Act and other legislation as previously, and training has

been and continues to be provided to enable inspectors who

were previously concerned only with nuclear hazards to take

over general safety inspection work as well on nuclear sites.

Specialist advice from ±hs Factory Inspectorate, however,

continues to be available as required.

Under the 1965 Act nuclear installations operated by the

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority were not subject to

licensing or inspection by the Nil, although that Act

required them to observe the same standards as those applied

at licensed sites. Under the 1974 Act such sites, which

were already subject to inspection for non-nuclear hazards

under the Factories Act, are nov;[3ubject to inspection by

the Nil but not to licensing. The same arrangements are

being extended to sites operated by Government Departments,

which also are not subject to licensing or inspection

under the 1965 Act.

Thus it can be seen that the effects of tìie HSV7 Act on the

control of nuclear health and safety have 'been largely



organisational and administrative. The scope of the luclear

Installations Inspectorate has been increased to include

inspection c.t some nuclear installations previously out-

side its control, and also to include inspection for non-

nuclear hazards at nuclear sites. There has been a

rationalisation of the work of the Nuclear Installations

Inspectorate and other inspectorates mainly concerned with

health a nd safety at work by bringing them all together

within the general control of the Health and Safety Executive«

Regulations will be introduced progressively to cover

particular types of hazards on an "across the board" basis

throughout all the industries with which the Commission

and its Executive are concerned, but because of its special

nature and the controls already in force it is considered

that this approach \íill have only a limited application in

the nuclear industry. Inspectors are now appointed by

the HSE to enforce the relevant statutory provisions of

the Act and they have increased powers, including the

power to issue improvement or prohibition notices at their

discretion. The power to direct investigations and inquiries

into health and safety matters covered by the Act now rests

with the Commission instead of the appropriate Secretary of

State as previously.

In general terms the relevant provisions of the 1965 Act,

together with the 1974 Act, provide the means to introduce

and enforce whatever measures may be necessary to control

safety at nuclear installations. The inspection and

licensing system continues to be applied under the new

legislation, which also provides powers to introduce further

regulations and codes of practice if and when required.

Having dealt with the effect of recent legislation on

licensing and inspection at nuclear installations, it is

perhaps necessary to look at the broader picture of radio-

logical protection within the framework provided by the

Health aid Safety at Work Act of 1974. The main purpose

of this Act is to provide one comprehensive and integrated

system of law dealing with the health, safety and welfare

of work-people, and the health and safety of the public



as afTected by work activities. It aims to change radically

not only the scope of existing legal provisions in respect

of Health and Safety but also the way in which those provisions

are enforced and administered. Thus it extends obligations

and protection to 8 million or more people who have never

before come within the scope of this kind of legislation -

including workers in health and educational establishments

and research laboratories. It also covers forine first

time the self-employed. The Act does not seek to cover

every eventuality nor does it try to spell out rules for

each and every work situation. It is an enabling instrument

based on the concept of a general duty of care for people

associated with work activities. Its very flexibility in

this respect will mean that there is now a piece of legislation

on the Statute Book capable of being changed, expanded and

adapted to cope with risks and problems in industry for

generations to come.

In general terras the Act provides for an inter-action of

responsibility amongst the indivduals and organisations

associated with work or affected by its immediate consequences.

The employer now has a duty to his employees with regard

to their safety and health, and those employees in turn

have a duty one to another: so, too, the self-employed

person has a duty to other people around him.

The new Act will apply to all people working in any capacity:

employers, the self-employed, employees (except domestic

servants in private employment) and to certain members of

the public.

Specific processes or activities such as those we are

considering will be governed by regulations or approved

codes of practice and the New Ionising Radiation Regulations

will reflect and spell out in detail the general principles

set out in th.e Act. Those with which we are concerned may

be summarised as follows:

An employer must ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable,

the health, safety and welfare at work of all his employees.



To this end he must provide and maintain his plant and

system of work so as to be safe and without risk to health

and he must ensure that in using, handling, storing or

transporting articles and substances there is no risk to

health or safety, as far as reasonably practicable.

He must provide such information, instruction, training

and supervision as are necessary to ensure the health and

safety of his employees.

The working environment must be safe and without risk to

health and adequate as regards facilities and arrangements

for general welfare at work.

Every employer must conduct his undertaking in such a way

as to ensure so far as is reasonably practicable that

people not in his employment, including the general public,

are not exposed to risks to their health or safety,

Codes of .practice are a new concept which will have special

legal force. They will not be statutory requirements there-

selves, but they may be used in criminal proceedings as

evidence that a Statutory requirement has been contravened.

If a person cannot show either that he observed the provisions

of an approved code or that he did something else as effective

or better than what the code recommended, he will be held to

have contravened the Statutory requirement to which the

approved code is relevant, eg one of the new regulations.

This then is the general background of legislation into

which nevi Radiological Protection requirements have to

be fitted.

In the present context of health and safety legislation

the choice is one or combination of -

Regulations

Code(s) of Practice

Notes for Guidance '

Licences



As already indicated, one of tbe underlying reasons for

the new legislation is to give effect to the Euratom

Directive ani since we must recognise 'giving effect1

means taking statutory powers, "liotes for Guidance" is

not permissible in isolation. However, it is an approach

which could be used to support and interpret any of the

other techniques and, indeed, the National Radiological

Protection Board in the U.K. is currently engaged on

drafting material which may well form the basis for liotes

for Guidance in a number of areas e g notably research,

medicine and veterinary surgery.

Although at first sight the licensing approach may appear

to have a lot to commend it, the sheer volume of work for

the 20,000 or so firms, organisations etc. coming within

the scope of the Directive renders the technique so complex

and costly as to be impracticable except on a limited basis

as has been already outlined.

At this time, in the U.K, there already exists a diluted

regulatory regime i e two codes of I E Rs, one for sealed

and one for unsealed soiirces. These now need updating

having been made in 1969 and the opportunity is being taken

to carry this out while at lhe same time giving effect to

the Euratom Directive.

The HSV7 Act came into force about the same time as the

Directive was promulgated. Not only does the Act cover

all modes of work activity, it also contains certain

important new requirements:

Section 1

Section 3 -

Section 6 -

Section 28 -

Standards of new legislation

Protection of the public

Duties of manufacturers

Disclos\ire of information

Among other things, Section 1 requires that any new legislation

or Code of Practice shall be designed to "maintain or

improve the standards of health and safety" under previous

enactments. Section 3 oft he Act requires for the first

time that undertakings shall be conducted in such a way
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as to ensure as far as reasonably practicable that persons

not employed (ie essentially the general public) are not

exposed to l'isks to their health ani safety.

New thinking again appears in Section 6 of the Act which

sets out to ensure, inter alia, that precautionary raensures

are built into equipment at the design stage, ^e must

expect a corresponding specific radiological requirement,

to the effect that manufacturers and agents etc. must

ensure that any article provided for use at work is safe

when properly used vnach, in the event, means that it

should conform with the general requirements of the nev7

regulations.

Section 28 of the HSW Act is primarily aimed at preventing

the disclosure of information to persons not authorised

to receive it; paragraph 8 puts a specific duty on inspectors

to communicate facts discovered at inspections to employees

representatives. This should be seen in the light of

Section 2 (2) and 2 (6) which places duties on employers

to inform and consult employees on safety natters. It

is expected th^t tliese requirements will be reflected in

the new regulations.

There are a number of codes of practice current in the U.K.

which provide much more useful practical information in certain

specific areas of authority eg those covering Research, Medical,

Dental and Veterinary activities.

The new regulations will draw together the Euratom Directive,

the requirements of the HSTi Act, the relevant parts of the

existing codes of practice and experience in the operation

of Health Physics conditions in Nuclear Site Licences.

The first draft had been agreed by the HSE and H3C and has

now been circulated. Written comments a.c; received will

be considered and formally answered. The draft will then

be amended to form a final draft which can then be submitted

to the HOC and the Secretary of State for approval and laid
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"before Parliament. It is expected that these stages will

t»e completed and that the Regulations will become law by

the middle of 1978.


